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Abstract 
The Higher Education system of India has tremendously transformed into a high quality 

affordable educational system over the past two decades. It ensures universal access to low-

cost high-quality university education for students of all levels. A student-centric learning-

driven model of education with well-planned expansion, India has not only bettered its 

enrollment numbers but has dramatically enhanced its learning outcomes at higher education 

level. A differentiated three-tiered university system comprising highly selective elite 

research universities, comprehensive universities and specialised institutions and an array of 

highly accessible and high-quality colleges has enabled institutions to build on their 

strengths and cater across different categories of educational needs. Hassel free access to e 

resources to academic libraries in the higher education system through consortia has come a 

long way. The steps were taken by Ministry of Human Resource Development, the 

government of India in this concern are praiseworthy.  The present study concerns about how 

the major consortia activities in India with special reference to UGC INFONET, INDEST 

and NLIST consortia and how they have been merged to form a single entity named e-

ShodhSindhu, Consortia for Higher Education e resources which is appreciable and will 

definitely strengthen higher education system in India with free and or highly subsidized 

access to scholarly E-resources to help educational institutions in fulfil their mission in to 

reality. 

 

Keywords: Higher Education; Library Consortia; E-resources; UGC INFONET; INDEST; 

NLIST; e-ShodhSindhu. 

 

Introduction 

The rate of information flow is tremendous than before. In the present circumstances, only a 

few libraries can afford to have a wide range of information resources within their budget. 

Technological developments, electronic publishing of scholarly journals, emerging of 

consortia, pricing model of the publishers gives new opportunity for libraries to provide 

instant access to information. Library consortium is one of the words in bewildering forms 

and shapes. Over the past few decades, Library consortia have emerged as a new trend in 

subscribing electronic resources. The objectives of library Consortia is to control and reduce 
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information costs, to improve resource sharing, to develop a network information 

environment and to share licensing issues with others. 

A few academic research libraries in India that have managed to access electronic journals 

find it difficult to sustain them due to the exorbitant cost and the fluctuating license models 

offered by different publishers. It is necessary to standardize procedures and establish 

policies to given e-information at the national level. Consortia model could be considered a 

solution to these problems. In this connection commendable steps taken by the government of 

India to strengthen the higher educational institutes’ library through consortia model of 

accessing e-resources are praiseworthy. 

 

Consortia Based Approach in Higher Education System 

The phrase library consortia have been used to mean cooperation, coordination and 

collaboration between and amongst libraries with an intention to share information resources. 

[1] The accessibility to electronic resources in Indian universities and technical institutions has 

improved many-fold with setting-up of a few Government-funded library consortia the higher 

education department of MHRD. Higher Education in India is one of the largest and oldest 

systems of higher education found anywhere in the world. As of now 760 Universities (43 

central universities, 316 State Public universities, 122 Deemed universities, 75 institutions of 

national importance and rest are open and state private universities), 38498 number of 

colleges, 12272 number of Diploma level Technical; Nursing and other standalone 

Institutions are coming under Higher Education system. [2] Together they offer a wide range 

programs across the length and breadth of the country. However, Prior to setting-up of these 

consortia, the access to e-journals was restricted to a few premier institutions like IISc, IITs, 

IIMs and a few central universities who were subscribing to a few e-resources including 

bibliographic databases on CD ROM, a few e-journals accessible free with subscription to 

their print versions and a negligible fraction of journals on subscription. After launch of the 

Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and Technology (INDEST-AICTE) 

Consortium in 2003 and UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium in 2004, availability 

and accessibility of e-resources increased phenomenally in centrally-funded technical 

institutions (IITs, IISc, IIMs, IIITs, etc.) and universities, setting in a new culture of 

electronic access and browsing in educational institutions. Besides, INDEST-AICTE 

Consortium and UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium, a number of library consortia 
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have emerged in India in the past five to six years, including CSIR E-journals Consortium, 

DAE Consortium, MCIT Library Consortium, FORSA Consortium, IIM 

Consortium, CeRA (Consortium of e-Resources in Agriculture), RGUHS-HELINET 

Consortium, DRDO E-Consortium, DeLCON, and ERMED Consortia. [3][4] 

 

Objectives 

 To bring out a clear picture of library consortiums in higher education institutes in 

India; 

 To study the major initiatives taken by Government of India to strengthen institutional 

libraries; 

 To study the consortia related library services in higher educational institutions; 

 To study about the UGC-INFONET, INDEST, NLIST and E-SHODHSINDHU 

Consortium. 

 

Scope & Limitations 

The Present study concerns about the consortia activities in India with special reference to 

higher educational institutes. The scope of the study extends to discuss the earlier consortia 

activities of UGC-INFONET and INDEST, NLIST and merging of these three consortia to 

form E- ShodhSindhu consortium for Higher Education Electronic Resources. 

 

Overview of UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium 

The UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium was formally launched in December 2003 

by Honourable Dr A P J Abdul Kalam, the President of India soon after providing the 

Internet connectivity to the universities in the year 2003 under the UGC-INFONET 

programme. The Consortium proved to be a recipe to university libraries which have been 

discontinuing subscription of scholarly journals because of "Serials Crisis". The term "serials 

crisis" refers to exponential and continuing increase in subscription cost of scholarly journals. 

The crisis is a result of rising in the cost of journals much faster than the rate of inflation, 

increase in the number of journals and the paucity of funds available to the libraries. 

The Consortium provides current as well as archival access to more than 7500+ core and 

peer-reviewed journals and 10 bibliographic databases from 26 publishers and aggregators in 

different disciplines. The programme has been implemented in phased manner. In the first 

phase that began in 2004, access to e-resources was provided to 50 universities who had 

Internet connectivity under the UGC-INFONET Connectivity programme of the UGC. In the 

second phase, 50 more universities were added to the programme in the year 2005. So far 209 
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Universities including 14 National Law schools and central universities that come under the 

purview of UGC, have been provided differential access to subscribed e-resources. These e-

resources cover almost all subject disciplines including arts, humanities, social sciences, 

physical sciences, chemical sciences, life sciences, computer sciences, mathematics and 

statistics, etc. The programme is wholly funded by the UGC and executed by the 

INFLIBNET (Information and Library Network) Centre, Gandhinagar, Gujarat. 

The benefit of subscription to e-resources would also be extended to the colleges, to begin 

with, the College for Potential with Excellence (CPE) and autonomous colleges. The 

Consortium has also launched its "Associate Membership Programme" wherein private 

universities and other research organizations are welcomed to join the Consortium for 

selected e-resources. [5][6] 

 

Beneficiary Institutions 

 Types of 

Institutions 

  

Universities covered 

under 

  

Associate 

Members 

  

IUCs and 

Other 

Institution

s 

  

National Law 

Schools/Universiti

es 

Phas

e 

 I 

Phase 

 II 

Phase 

 III 

Central Universities  11 6 23 1     

Centrally Funded 

Technological 

Institute  

      58     

State Universities  35 39 63 5   3 

Open University        5     

 Private 

Universities  
      25     

Deemed 

Universities 
4 5 13 23     

Others        97 6   

National Law 

Schools/Universities           11 

  50 50 99 214 6 14 

Table-1: Beneficiary institutions under UGC-INFONET 

 

 

E-RESOURCES@UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium      
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The UGC-INFONET Digital Library Consortium subscribes to the following resources for its 

member institutions. All electronic resources subscribed are available from the publisher's 

Web site. Following is the list of E-Resources - 

Electronic Resources Subscribed By UGC INFONET Consortium 

American Chemical Society Nature Archive (1987-1996) Taylor and Francis 

American Institute of Physics OUP Archive Westlaw India 

American Institute of Physics 

Archive 
Oxford University Press 

Wiley Blackwell 

Publishing 

American Physical Society Portland Press ISID 

Annual Reviews Project Euclid JCCC 

Cambridge University Press Project Muse MathSciNet 

Economic & Political Weekly Royal Society of Chemistry 

Royal Society of 

Chemistry(6 

Databases) 

Emerald RSC Archive SciFinder Scholar 

HeinOnline 
ScienceDirect (10 

SubjectCollection) 
Web of Science 

Institute of Physics 
ScienceDirect Archive (Basic 

Sc Collection) 
About Open Access 

JSTOR SIAM 
Open Access E-

Journals 

Manupatra SIAM Locus (Archive) 
Open Access 

Directories 

Nature Springer Link 
IRs@member 

Institutions 

Table-2: E-Resources at UGC-INFONET Consortium 

 

INDEST-AICTE Consortium 

The idea of the creation of the library consortia took shape at the “National Seminar on 

Knowledge Networking in Engineering & Technology Education and Research” held at IIT 

Delhi on December 2000 under the aegis of Ministry of Human Resource Development. The 

seminar was coordinated by Dr Jagdish Arora and it was attended by more than 150 

participants from engineering and technological institutions from all over the country. Based 
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on the feedback, the ministry decided to set-up the expert group in April 2002 for the 

consortia–based subscription to electronic resources for Technical Education System in India 

under the chairmanship of Prof. N. Balakrishnan from IISc, Bangalore. 

  

The “Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and Technology (INDEST) 

Consortium” was set up in 2003 by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) 

on the recommendation of an Expert Group appointed by the Ministry. The IIT Delhi has 

been designated as the Consortium Headquarters to coordinate its activities. The Consortium 

was re-named as INDEST-AICTE Consortium in December 2005 with the AICTE playing a 

pivotal role in enrolling its approved engineering colleges and institutions as members of the 

Consortium for selected e-resources at much lower rates of subscription. The Consortium 

enrols engineering and technological institutions as its members and subscribes to electronic 

resources for them at discounted rates of subscription and favourable terms and conditions. 

The Ministry provides funds required for subscription to electronic resources for 62 centrally-

funded Government institutions including IITs, IISc Bangalore, NITs, ISM, IIITs, IIMs, 

NITTTR’s and few other institutions that are considered as core members of the Consortium. 

The benefit of consortia-based subscription to electronic resources is not confined to its core 

members but is also extended to all educational institutions under its open-ended proposition. 

60 Govt./Govt.-aided engineering colleges are provided access to selected electronic 

resources with financial support from the AICTE and 102 universities/institutions have joined 

the Consortium under its self-supported category in 2012. The total number of members in 

the Consortium has now grown to 1235. 

The INDEST-AICTE Consortium is the most ambitious initiative taken so far in the country. 

It is the biggest Consortium in terms of the number of member institutions in Asia. The 

Consortium attracts the best possible price and terms of the agreement from the publishers on 

the basis of the strength of its present and prospective member institutions. The Consortium 

subscribes to over 12,000 electronic journals from a number of publishers and aggregators. 

The consortium website at http://paniit.iitd.ac.in/indest hosts searchable databases of journals 

and member institutions to locate journals subscribed by the Consortium, their URLs and 

details of member institutions. [7][9] 

Beneficiary Institutions 
 

The INDEST-AICTE Consortium has three types of members based on funding. 

http://paniit.iitd.ac.in/indest
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Type I: Core members supported by MHRD 

Type II: AICTE supported members 

Type III: Self-supported members 

 

However, some of the core and AICTE supported members can join as self-supported 

members. The membership fee for joining the consortium was Rs. 2000 for Types II & III 

members. The consortium did not charge membership fees from the MHRD supported 

academic institutions. The basic objective of the consortium is to provide the e-resources to 

the academic institutions of the country. 

 

Core members: 

IITs and IISc 8 

NITs, ISM, SLIET and NERIST 23 

IISERs and New IITs 13 

IIMs 13 

IIIT, IIITM and NITIE 8 

  

AICTE - Supported Members (94):  Since March 2003, AICTE provided financial support 

to the Government/Government aided institutions and Technical Universities/ University 

Departments having programmes in engineering and technology. 

 

Self-Supported Members:  The Consortium also helped the technical institution of the 

country by offering the e-resources on self-support mode. It invited AICTE approved and 

UGC-affiliated institutions of India to share the benefits of the Consortium. 

 

Electronic Resources Subscribed by the Consortium 

 

Electronic Resources Subscribed By INDEST Consortium 

ABI INFORM Euromonitor – Passport 

ACM Digital Library IEC Standards 

AIP Journals IEEE/IEE Electronic Library Online (IEL) 

APS Journals INSIGHT 

ASCE Journals 

Optical Society Of America(Optics 

Infobase) 

ASME Journals ProQuest Science (formerly ASTP) 

ASTM Standards SpringerLink 

Capitaline MathSciNet 

CRIS INFAC Ind. Information SciFinder 

EBSCO Business Source Complete Scopus Database 
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Elsevier's Science Direct Web of Science 

Emerald Management Xtra   

Table-3: Electronic Resources at INDEST Consortium 

 

N-LIST (National Library and Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly 

Content)            

The Project entitled "National Library and Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly 

Content (N-LIST)", being jointly executed by the UGC-INFONET Digital Library 

Consortium, INFLIBNET Centre and the INDEST-AICTE Consortium, IIT Delhi provides 

for 

Cross-subscription to e-resources subscribed by the two Consortia, i.e. subscription to 

INDEST-AICTE resources for universities and UGC-INFONET resources for technical 

institutions; 

Access to selected e-resources to colleges. The N-LIST project provides access to e-resources 

to students, researchers and faculty from colleges and other beneficiary institutions through 

the server(s) installed at the INFLIBNET Centre. The authorized users from colleges can now 

access e-resources and download articles required by them directly from the publisher's 

website once they are duly authenticated as authorized users through servers deployed at the 

INFLIBNET Centre. [8][9] 

 

N-LIST: Four Components 
The project has four distinct components, i.e. 

 To subscribe and provide access to selected UGC-INFONET e-resources to technical 

institutions (IITs, IISc, IISERs and NITs) and monitor its usage; 

 To subscribe and provide access to selected INDEST e-resources to selected 

universities and monitor its usage; 

 To subscribe and provide access to selected e-resources to 6,000 Govt. / Govt.-aided 

colleges and monitor its usage; and 

 To act as a Monitoring Agency for colleges and evaluate, promote, impart training 

and monitor all activities involved in the process of providing effective and efficient 

access to e-resources to colleges. 

 

The INDEST and UGC-INFONET are jointly responsible for the activity listed at i) and ii) 

above. The INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar is responsible for activities listed at iii) and iv) 

above. The INFLIBNET Centre is also responsible for developing and deploying appropriate 

software tools and techniques for authenticating authorized users. 

From the year 2014, NLIST Programme is subsumed under UGC-INFONET Digital Library 

Consortium as college Component. The colleges (except Agriculture, Engineering, 
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Management, Medical, Pharmacy, Dentistry and Nursing) in India are eligible to get access e-

resources under NLIST Programme. [8] 

 

Current Status 

 

As on Aug 3, 2017, a total number of 2958 Govt. / Govt.-aided colleges covered under the 

section 12B of UGC Act as well as Non-Aided colleges. Log-in ID and password for 

accessing e-resources have been sent to the authorized users from these 2958 colleges. All e-

resources subscribed for colleges under the N-LIST Project are now accessible to these 2958 

colleges through the N-LIST website. [8] 

 

Beneficiary Institutions 

All college covered under section 12B of UGC Act and Non-Aided Colleges (except 

Agriculture, Engineering, Management, Medical, Pharmacy, Dentistry and Nursing ) can 

access to electronic resources subscribed by the UGC-INFONET Digital Library 

consortium as well as few selected e-resources that were found most appropriate for colleges 

including e-journals and e-books. These resources include more than 6000+ e-journals and 

97,000 + e-books. All Non-Aided (except Agriculture, Engineering, Medical, Pharmacy, 

Dentistry and Nursing)/ Colleges are requested to register themselves online. [8] 

 

E-Resources@N-LIST 

 

The Consortium subscribes to the following resources for the colleges. All electronic 

resources subscribed under N-LIST Programme are available from the publisher's Website. 

E-Journals (Full text)  E-Books 

American Institute of Physics (18 titles) Cambridge Books Online (1800 titles) 

Annual Reviews (33 titles) E-brary (125000+ titles) 

Cambridge University Press (224 titles) EBSCoHost-Net Library (936 titles) 

Economic and Political Weekly 

(EPW) (1 titles) 
Hindustan Book Agency (65+ titles) 

Indian Journals (180+ titles) 
Institute of South East Asian Studies(ISEAS) 

Books (382+ titles) 

Institute of Physics (46 titles) Oxford Scholarship (1402+ titles) 

JSTOR (2500+ titles) Springer eBooks (2300 titles) 

Oxford University Press (206 titles) Sage Publication eBooks (1000 titles) 

Royal Society of Chemistry (29 titles) Taylor Francis eBooks (1800 titles) 
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H. W. Wilson (3000+ titles) Myilibrary-McGraw Hill (1124 titles) 

Cambridge University Press (224 titles) 

[2010-2016] 
World -e-books Library (30,00,000 titles) 

 

South Asia Archive (though NDL) 

Table-4: E-Resources at N-LIST Consortium 

E-Shodhsindhu 

Based on the recommendation of an Expert Committee, the MHRD has formed e-

ShodhSindhu merging three consortia initiatives, namely UGC-INFONET Digital Library 

Consortium, NLIST and INDEST-AICTE Consortium. The e-ShodhSindhu will continue to 

provide current as well as archival access to more than 15,000 core and peer-reviewed 

journals and a number of bibliographic, citation and factual databases in different disciplines 

from a large number of publishers and aggregators to its member institutions including 

centrally-funded technical institutions, universities and colleges that are covered under 12(B) 

and 2(f) Sections of the UGC Act. [10] 

 

Aims and Objectives 

 To  provide access to qualitative electronic resources including full-text, bibliographic 

and factual databases to academic institutions at a lower rate of subscription; 

 To expand  and strengthen activities and services offered by three MHRD-funded 

Consortia namely UGC-INFONET, NLIST and INDEST-AICTE Consortium; 

 Develop a formidable collection of e-journals, e-journal archives and e-books on 

perpetual access basis; 

 Monitor and promote usage of e-resources in member universities, colleges and 

technical institutions in India through awareness and training programmes; 

 Provide access to subscription-based scholarly information (e-books and e-journals) 

to all educational institutions; 

 Provide access to scholarly content available in open access through subject portals 

and subject gateways; 

 Bridge digital divide and move towards an information-rich society; 

 Provide access to selected e-resources to additional institutions including open 

universities and MHRD-funded institutions that are not covered under existing 

consortia; 

 Take-up additional activities and services that require collaborative platform and are 

not being performed by existing Consortia; and 

 Moving towards developing a National Electronic Library with electronic journals 

and electronic books as its major building blocks.[10] 

  

Beneficiary Institutions 
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Universities Numbers CFTIs  Numbers 

Technical 

Colleges  Numbers 

12 (B) / 2 (f) State 

Universities 145 

NITs, ISM, 

SLIET & 

NERIST 30 

AICTE Funded 

Engg. College 72 

Central Universities 42 IITs & IISc 21     

Deemed 

Universities (UGC 

funded) 22 IIMs 18 

    

National Law 

Schools/Universities 15 

IIITs, IIEST, 

NITIE, 

NIFFT and 

NITTTR 11 

    

IUCs of UGC 6 IISERs 7     

Table-5: Beneficiary Institutions under e-ShodhSindhu Consortium 

 

 8.3. E-RESOURCES 

 Sl no e-Resources Institutions Journals 

1 McGraw Hill Access Engineering 0 0 

2 ACM Digital Library 51 140 

3 American Chemical Society 125 49 

4 American Institute of Physics 141 19 

5 American Physical Society 150 13 

6 Annual Reviews 145 43 

7 ASCE Journals Online 86 36 

8 ASME Journals Online 96 29 

9 ASTM Standards + Digital Library 39 0 

10 Capitaline 20   

11 CRIS INFAC Industrial Information (CRISIL) 20   

12 Economic & Political Weekly 264 1 

13 ScienceDirect (10 Subject Collection) 77 1036 

14 ScienceDirect Content Fees (CFTIs) 48 0 

15 ScienceDirect Custom Collection 4 0 

16 Emerald Univ Collection (133 titles) 86 133 

17 Emerald CFTI Collection (298 titles) 53 299 

18 EPWRF India Time Series 0   

19 Euromonitor - Passport 19   

20 IEC Standards 0   

21 IEEE/IET Electronic Library (IEL) Online 42 479 

22 

All Society Periodicals Package (ASPP) & 

Proceedings Order Plan (POP) 
4 0 

23 All Society Periodicals Package (ASPP) 94 187 

24 Indiastat 0   
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25 INSIGHT 13   

26 

Institute for Studies in Industrial Development 

(ISID) Database 
268 

  

27 Institute of Physics 117 45 

28 JGate Plus (JCCC) 268   

29 JSTOR 226 3165 

30 LexisNexis 0   

31 Manupatra 21   

32 MathSciNet 85   

33 Nature 160 1 

34 Optical Society of America (Optics InfoBase) 8 18 

35 Project Euclid Prime 58 24 

36 Royal Society of Chemistry 111 29 

37 Springer Link 211 1438 

38 Web of Science Lease Access 49   

Table-5: E-Resources at e-ShodhSindhu Consortium 

                                                                                                             

Conclusion 

As mentioned in one of the objectives the e-ShodhSindhu is truly moving towards developing 

a National Electronic Library with electronic journals and electronic books as its major 

building blocks. With the launching of e-ShodhSindhu consortia approach in India, it has 

become possible for almost all the higher education institutions to get access to various 

electronic databases having quality journals in a wide range of disciplines. Thanks to the 

initiatives in forming “consortium arrangements”, access to e-resources is increasingly 

facilitated. By utilizing the support of the regional & national level networking and 

government, libraries in India should work cooperatively towards establishing library 

consortia for offering and sharing electronic resources. Establishment of better consortium for 

integrating intellectual access will be a remarkable step in moving towards the electronic 

libraries. 
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